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For development of a robot system, a modular approach by standardized technologies is expected to
improve the compatibility and reusability of robotic functions. It is expected to contribute to industry progress
because robot systems will be developed more rapidly and flexibly by integrating various modules in the near
future. This paper proposes a distributed architecture for robot systems using standardized technologies. We
constructed the distributed architecture based on both JAUS (Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems) as a
specification for the application layer and RTM (Robot Technology Middleware) as a development framework.
The architecture was applied to mobile robots. The experimental results show the effectiveness and reliability
of the proposed architecture.

1. Introduction
RT (Robot Technology) is a general term for “any
intelligent networked system using robotic technology
and which can perform real world tasks.” (1) RT is
expected to support human lives and activities and
contribute to the creation of an affluent, safe, and secure
society in the near future. RT systems that can meet
diverse needs of society are required. To develop RT
systems capable of meeting these diverse needs, we
need development techniques that enable us to reduce
system development, maintenance, and expansion
costs. RT systems were conventionally developed by
designing different software for individual RT systems
due to computer capacity limitations and so on. We
can now integrate RT systems by assembling modular
software components, because remarkable advances
in computer and communication system performance
have been achieved in recent years. It is expected that
new methods and procedures will be established in
the not too distant future. RT systems with diverse
functions will be developed in a short period of time by
combining these modular software components or new
functions and functional enhancements will be added by
developing only the software components required and
replacing existing components with them. Given this,
various activities are being conducted to standardize the
RT software infrastructure; that is, to establish common
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ground on which to construct RT systems.
A lt houg h ever yone ag re es t h at modu le -ba sed
development technology is effective, it is far from
being widely used. This is because each R&D group
has software assets that it has accumulated over the
years through RT system development activities, and
the efficiency of system development will temporarily
drop if new technology is introduced. In addition,
usable software components are hard to come by
under the present circumstances. If module-based
development technology is to be introduced then,
software components must initially be developed one by
one in accordance with a standardized modularization
procedure since usable software components are in
short supply. If we suppose, though, that the required
software components have been made easily obtainable,
development efficiency will increase and the number of
users will also increase by prompting the development
of new software components and further strengthening
the lineup of sof t ware components. To star t this
benef icial cycle, it is impor tant that the software
infrastructure for RT system development conforms to
internationally standardized specifications. Effective
ways of achieving the use of standardized technology
are to use the evolving standard technology in practice,
demonstrate the effectiveness of the technology, publish
the results of applying the technology and the results of
evaluations of systems built with the technology, point
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out problems that need to be resolved, make continual
improvements, and accumulate know-how.
In this paper, we propose distributed architecture to
be constructed by using software components for RT
systems. (2), (3) The proposed distributed architecture
was for mulated by mut ually complementing t wo
different specifications that are still in the process of
standardization. In developing a mobile robot system
based on the proposed distributed architecture, we
added some functional specifications that were not
defined. The experimental results described in the
following chapters show the effectiveness and reliability
of the proposed architecture.

2. Standard software technology
2.1
Outline of RT-Middleware
RT-Middleware (hereinafter called RTM) is a standard
tech nolog y that “aims at establishing a com mon
platform based on the distributed object technology
and which would support the construction of various
net worked robotic systems by the integ ration of
var ious net work enabled robotic elements called
RT-Components.” (1) The 21st Century Robot Challenge
Program was directed by NEDO (New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization).
As part of this program, RT-Middleware project was
started, and a prototype implementation of RTM was
developed. A process of international standardization
of RTM is underway at the Robotics-DTF (Domain
Task Force) (4) of the OMG (Object Management
Group), which is an industry organization for promoting
software standardization. In Japan, a committee has
also been established in the Japan Robot Association.
The authors are members of this committee and are
contributing to this standardization activity.
RT M i s a s t a n d a r d s p e c i f i c a t i o n t o e n s u r e
interconnectivity between robotic software components.
St a t e t r a n sit io n w a s d ef i n e d t o d e t e r m i n e t h e
basic workings of RT-Components. Fur ther more,
communication channels were defined to realize easily
between RT-Components.
OpenRTM-aist is a prototype implementation of RTM
developed by AIST(National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology). OpenRTM-aist is
designed based on OS-independent distributed object
technology called CORBA (Common Object Request
Broker Architecture). Since RT-Components and ports
that serve as communication channels are implemented
a s COR BA obje c t s , c om mu n icat ion b et we e n
RT-Components can be easily established. In addition,
basic types of data to be sent or received through ports
were defined: integer-type data and f loating-pointnumber-type data, and so on. Data arrays were also
defined. In addition, unique data types other than these
types can also be defined, as required by an application.
A s d e s c r i b e d a b ove , RT M m a ke s it p o s si ble
t o develop ve r sat i lely, appl icat ion-i nde p e nde nt

RT-Components. (5), (6) But, if there is no consistency
in RT-Components, it is difficult to integrate an RT
system with the RT-Components. We need standardized
specifications that gives RT-Components consistency
at the level of application to integrate RT systems by
effectively using that components.
2.2 Outline of JAUS
JAUS (Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems) (7)
is a standard specification for unmanned systems that
the United States Department of Defense promotes
in order to reduce the system life cycle cost, curtail
the development period, make it easy to introduce
technology, and realize expansion of new capabilities.
An unmanned system is typically a mobile robot such as
a UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle), UAV (Unmanned
Air Vehicle), or UUV (Unmanned Underwater Vehicle).
Compr ised of nu merous resea rch orga n izat ions,
ma nufact u rers, a nd the li ke, the JAUS Work i ng
Group is working to establish JAUS specifications.
The principle of JAUS is that unmanned systems
are independent of computer hardware, sof t ware
implementation technology, and operations executed by
a system.
Elements of modularization as indicated by JAUS
are called components. A system is integrated by
combining components, and these components work
in coordination with each other while exchanging
messages. Components are def ined by assig ning
each f u nct ion for u n ma n ned systems. A lt houg h
JAUS specif ies the many usef ul components and
messages for mobile robots, there are some parts that
remain undefined since JAUS is still in the process of
standardization.
Because JAUS does not specify the implementation
t e c h n o l o g y, w e m u s t e m p l o y s o m e k i n d o f
implementation technology to integrate RT systems.

3. Proposal for the distributed architecture
3.1

Basic configuration of the distributed
architecture
As has already been explained, RTM is a specification
that supports the modularization of an RT system which
is not dependent on application-level specifications.
Open RTM-aist is a protot y pe in which the RTM
i mplement at ion tech nolog y is i ncluded. O n t he
contrary, JAUS is an application-level specification for
the domain of mobile robots that is not dependent on
hardware or implementation technology.
We propose that the basic conf iguration of the
distributed architecture for RT systems should be
constructed by these mutually complementing related
standard tech nologies. Specif ically, f u nctions of
software components to be implemented by OpenRTMaist should be defined based on JAUS specifications,
a n d m e s s a g e c o m mu n ic a t io n d ef i n e d i n JAUS
specifications should be implemented by using the ports
of the RT-Components. So we will be able to make
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RT-Components work in coordination with each other
and integrate them into an RT system.
We can used some components and messages already
defined in JAUS. If necessary, we defined some new
components and messages as complying with the JAUS
design concept to integrate RT systems.
3.2 Basic component design
To i mplement t he JAUS f u nct ion s i n RT M, t he
RT-Components must function as basic components
of JAUS. JAUS defines a state transition as common
basic operations to be performed by components, while
RTM also defines a state transition as operations to be
performed by RT-Components. This section describes
the desig ns for the st ate t ransition and message
communication that were adopted for the distributed
architecture under discussion in this paper.
(1) State transition
A state transition is defined in the RT-Component
specifications in more detail than in the JAUS
specif ications, because consideration is given
t o i m p l e m e n t a t i o n i n t h e R T- C o m p o n e n t
specif ications. Figure 1 shows the results of
the mapping of state transition carried out with
care taken to maintain consistency with the state
transition def ined by the JAUS specif ications.
Since state transitions can be mapped as defined
by the JAUS specifications, it was verified that
RT-Components can perform the state-transition
functions of JAUS components.
Furthermore, this state transition allow basic
operations of individual components to be unified,
ma k i ng it possible to i nteg r ate i nd iv idu ally
developed RT-Components into a system.
(2) Message communication
For OpenRTM-aist, the ports working as channels

of com mu n icat ion bet ween RT- Component s
are implemented as CORBA objects. Therefore,
structures defined in accordance with CORBA
specifications can be handled as communication
data types. A port is provided for each data type,
and communication can be established only between
input and output ports that are designated to handle
the same data type.
We defined data types as structures for JAUS
messages, so the messages can be communicated
via ports. In the JAUS component specifications, a
group of core messages (command-type messages
used to operate components) to be commonly
handled by all components, as well as messages
specific to the functions of each component, are
defined. With this in mind, we defined a group of
core messages as one union, which is a group of
structures, because a component with a little ports
was more simple and useful. In this distributed
architecture, RTM ports of each component should
be designed to handle both a group of core messages
for JAUS and component-specific messages.
3.3 Design of the RT system for mobile robots
We designed one of the RT systems for mobile robots
equipped with force-controllable manipulators based
on the distributed architecture proposed in this paper.
Figure 2 shows the configuration of this RT system.
Of the var ious components def ined in the JAUS
specifications, the components necessary to integrate
a mobile robot were selected and used. Since a Force
Sensor component is not yet def ined in the JAUS
specifications, we designed it by assigning functions
based on reference data on other sensor component
products. We also designed the messages to be output by
this Force Sensor component by referring to messages
fatal
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rega rd i ng exist i ng sensors. T he newly desig ned
component and messages can be handled in the same
way as existing JAUS components and messages are.
Each component performs the functions described
below. The Commander component takes general
control of the robot. It provides the Manipulator Endeffector Discrete Pose Driver or Local Vector Driver
component with a target trajectory. The Manipulator
End-effector Discrete Pose Driver and Local Vector
Driver calculate the control commands for tracking
a target trajector y ever y time based on feedback
information provided by sensor components and output
them. The Primitive Manipulator and Primitive Driver
convert a received control command to a hardwarespecif ic for mat and out put it in that for mat. The
Ref lective Driver modifies the command value to
avoid obstacles and stabilize attitude and forwards the
modified command value.
In the RT system discussed in this paper, sensor
components other than the Force Sensor component
perform only the function of relaying messages. Their
presence, therefore, is not a prerequisite for operation of
the RT system. However, if the RT system is designed
this way, functional expansion becomes easier. For
example, in a situation where system functions are to
be enhanced by using higher-performance sensors, they
can be installed without any other part in the RT system
having to be modified if they have the same ports as
those of existing sensor components.
In this distributed architecture, each component is
assigned a single and simple function. RT systems are

able to deliver these specified performance, as these
components, each performing a given single function,
operate in coordination with each other. Based on
this distributed architecture, it is possible to integrate
RT systems that range from simple RT systems to
complex, high-performance RT systems. Furthermore,
this distributed architecture allows for easy RT system
modification and/or expansion.

4. Experiment and results
To verify that system functions can be modified easily,
an experiment was conducted with two mobile robots.
Specifically, the two robots were operated to perform
cooperative transportation task. (8) The two robots

Fig. 3 Experiments of cooperative transportation
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hold one load together, as shown in Fig. 3. The robot
in front is called leader and the robot at the back called
follower. The cooperative transportation task is carried
out as the follower follows the leader. We replaced some
components of mobile robot described in Section 3.3
with new components to perform the task.
To carry out this cooperative transportation task, we
developed a new component called a Transportation
Driver. This component estimates a target trajectory for
the leader from data on the deviation of the end-effector
of the manipulator, and then calculates its own travel
command. This component was designed to have the
same input and output ports as those of the Local Vector
Driver, and an input port was added to receive data on
the deviation of the end-effector of the manipulator. In
addition, a port for outputting data on the deviation of
the end-effector was added to the Manipulator Endeffector Discrete Pose Driver.
A conventional Local Vector Driver is a component
that t racks a target t rajector y for t ravel given as
vector data. The mobile robots were able to perform
cooperative transportation task when the Local Vector
Driver in the follower was replaced with the previously
mentioned Transportation Driver. It was verified from
the results of this experiment that robot functions can be
modified and expanded.
As described above, it was verif ied that in this
distributed architecture, a new function can be added
to an RT system by modifying only a target component
or replacing an existing component with a component
that has a desired function without modification of any
other part in the RT system. If a new control algorithm
must be verified or a new experiment must be conducted
for any reason, an existing RT system can be used
by updating only part of the components used in the
system.

5. Conclusion
I n t h i s p a p e r, w e d e s c r i b e d t h e m e t h o d o l o g y
for d evelopi ng c om p one nt s i n a c c ord a nc e w it h
standardized specifications and combining developed
components to integrate RT systems. We proposed a
distributed architecture that can be constructed based
on two standard technologies : (1) JAUS application
specifications and (2) OpenRTM-aist, which is the
RTM prototype implementation technology. We applied
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the proposed architecture to two mobile robots and
demonstrated that the functions of a module-based RT
system can be modified or expanded easily and flexibly.
We now stand at the dawn of an age in which RT will
become widespread as a technology for supporting
society. As RT standardization is already underway, we
believe that the actual use of RT is significant and that it
sets a precedent for how RT can be put to practical use.
We would be delighted if this paper proves to be of some
help to the development of the RT industry.
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